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In March 1957, Elvis bought Graceland Mansion for himself, his parents, and his paternal grandmother to live in for $102,500. His family would have to wait to move into Graceland, as it was not ready until May 16th. Since Elvis was pursuing his acting career at this time, he did not get to spend his first night in the house until June 26th, 1957.

I visited the mansion on __________________________.

I visited the mansion with __________________________.

My favorite room was __________________________.

I really enjoyed __________________________.

Fun fact to tell one of my friends is __________________________.
Elvis loved cars, trucks, motorcycles, and many other automobiles. In this museum, there are over 20 vehicles owned by Elvis. These include his Harley-Davidson motorcycles, Stutz Blackhawk, a go-cart, dune buggy, motorized three-wheelers and a pedal car.

The first thing I noticed was __________________________________________._

The automobile I liked the best was _______________________________________.

My favorite type of automobile is _________________________________________.

Unscramble the words to reveal the answer to the question below:

What did Elvis say he missed most about Memphis when he served in the U.S. Army?

What did Elvis say he missed most about Memphis when he served in the U.S. Army?
Find the following Elvis words below in the puzzle.

Guitar  Aaron  Tupelo  Lisa Marie  Stage
Music  Concerts  Talent Show  Sunglasses  Airplane
Graceland  Elvis Presley  Platinum Record  Horses  Sun Records

On March 24, 1958, Elvis was inducted into the U.S. Army.
While in high school, Elvis sang in a student talent show. Much to his own amazement he got more applause than anyone else and won.

On June 5, 1956, Elvis appeared on television and sang his hit “Hound Dog.”
1. What was Elvis' birth date?
2. Where was Elvis born?
3. What was Elvis' mother's name?
4. What was Elvis' father's name?
5. When did Elvis get his first guitar?
6. When did Elvis' family move to Memphis?
7. What high school did Elvis attend?
8. What year did Elvis first shop at Lansky's?
9. What did Elvis do for Crown Electric?
10. On what label did Elvis first record?
11. Where is Sun Studio?
12. What was Elvis' first Sun record?
13. How many records did Elvis record with Sun?
14. When did Elvis sign with RCA?
15. What was Elvis' first gold record?
16. What was Elvis' first TV appearance?
17. What are the names of Elvis' airplanes?
18. Where was the first house that Elvis bought?
19. When did Elvis buy Graceland?
20. How much did Elvis buy Graceland for?
21. Name Elvis' first three movies.
22. How many movies did Elvis make?
23. How many times did Elvis perform outside the U.S.?
24. What years did Elvis serve active duty in the Army?
25. Where did Elvis serve in the Army?
26. How old was Priscilla when they met in Germany?
27. What is Priscilla's birth date?
28. When and where were Priscilla and Elvis married?
29. When and where was Lisa Marie born?
30. When did Elvis meet The Beatles?
31. What does "TCB" stand for?
32. Who was the Memphis Mafia?
33. How many Grammys did Elvis receive?
34. How many American gold and platinum records did Elvis have?
35. What is the total estimated sales of Elvis' records?
36. When did Elvis meet President Nixon?
37. Why was Elvis' 1968 tv special so important?
38. Why was Elvis' Aloha from Hawaii Special so important?
39. Where was Elvis' last concert?
40. When did Elvis die?
Find the following Elvis pictures:

What's MISSING

Can you find what is different about these two pictures? Hint: 5 things are missing.
In 1957, Elvis performs many times wearing a gold suit.

What did Elvis say he missed most about Memphis when he served in the U.S. Army?

"EVERYTHING"

1. pool table
2. movie star
3. memphis
4. music room
5. army
6. jumpsuit
7. heartbreak hotel
8. hawaii
9. diamond
10. hound dog
Circle each of these items as you find them during your time at Graceland.
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For FREE Elvis lesson plans and Graceland Fieldtrip worksheets, visit Graceland.com/Education.